DM says: Hi guys!
Bart says: Greetings!
Bart says: Luthien is coming.
DM says: No worries.
DM says: How's your week been?
Bart says: My new work schedule requires me to get up at 3:50AM.
DM says: Ouch!
DM says: Only a house fire would get me up that early :)
Luthien says: Here.
Bart says: I see emails from my boss from 4:00AM.
DM says: Hi Alina!
Bart says: It's kind of nuts.
Luthien says: Hello.
DM says: I don't know if Craig and Megan are coming. I haven't heard from Craig for a while.
Bart says: Megan said she would.
DM says: Have you heard from Craig, Billy?
DM says: By the way, the campaign is approaching the one year anniversary of the first session (30 July).
Bakta-Rel says: Not a word
Bakta-Rel says: Awesome
DM says: Hi Craig!!
Bakta-Rel says: Alaric?!
Bakta-Rel says: My buddy!!!! [Bakta embraces Alaric and squeezes him with tears in his eyes.]
Alaric says: Hey guys.
DM says: Ooh, we might get a full house :)
Bakta-Rel says: That would be nice.
Bakta-Rel says: Hey, Jesse, besides the exp we will find out about tomorrow, have we even earned any money on the side?
DM says: Yep, I've gone through my notes and skimmed through the logs and I'll provide that info too.
Bakta-Rel says: Yes, the ogre has a mercenary streak.
DM says: It's been forgotten, but you Craig fround a bag of coins in the forest shrine, for example.
Alaric says: -- No clue as to what if anything has happened.
Alaric says: Forest Shrine?
Bakta-Rel says: How have you been Craig?
DM says: The ruin in the early adventures ... when you rescued the boat captain's daughter ...
Alaric says: Way back when we were shipwrecked along the river, that joint?
Alaric says: Ah.
Alaric says: Didn't know we called it the Forest Shrine now.
Alaric says: I'm still impressed that they now have the internet on computers.
Bart says: I remember when the Internet was called Arpanet.
DM says: If anyone wants to refresh their memories about past events, the 'Last time in Taladas' log on the campaign website is up to date ...
DM says: I'll just finish making a coffee and then we'll get stuck in ... hopefully Megan will swing by later ...
DM says: By the way, Craig and Alina, seeing as how the Party had a night's rest and an opportunity to memorise a spell, could you tell me which one you've memorised?
Alaric says: There has only been 1 full session since May?
Luthien says: sleep
DM says: Two. In a moment I'll summarise the last session as per usual (ok, yes, it wasn't quite up to date :))
Alaric says: Hehe, okay.
DM says: Now, it always screws up when I try and post the summary, so I'll try something different this time ...
Alaric says: Alright. I'll go with Magic Missile, as always, and Mending as my specialty spell.
DM says: Can you guys see that?
Luthien says: Yea
Bakta-Rel says: It was loading, but then went off...
Bakta-Rel says: There we go
Luthien says: Same here...
Bakta-Rel says: And it's gone... again
DM says: Has everyone had a chance to read it?
DM says: Let me know when it's loaded again. I'll lock the update and it should stay up.
Alaric says: Woah. Not yet.
Luthien says: Yea
DM says: Can everyone see it now?
Alaric says: I've read it.
Bakta-Rel says: Got it.
DM says: Clif?
Bart says: I see it.
DM says: Ok, that was just a bit less painful than trying to post it over and over ...
DM says: ... and not working like usual.
Alaric says: That was a rather ingenious work around.
DM says: I'll actally post it into the log when I upload it to the campaign website ...

Last time in Taladas...

Following Kaesh's revelation, about his and Alserra's true purpose in the town to investigate the thefts of bones in the area, you sat and discussed the recent events and your next course of action. When talk turned to Thentias and the orb found beneath the arena, Bart suggested that you all return to the gnome to see if he can shed further light on why you were attacked at the inn. It was therefore agreed that Kaesh would return in the morning to take you all to Alserra, so she could attend to Amane's wounds, while you all went to see Thentias. But first, a good night's sleep was in order.

The next morning [Vendus, 8th day of Kaldoran], Kaesh returned as promised. Leaving the inn, you followed Kaesh into the gloomy streets and down a series of narrow alleyways until you reached your destination; a small temple - jammed between a jumble of buildings - bearing carvings similar in design to the ruin that Amane, Alaric and Bakta had explored in the forest. 

Once inside the strong smell of candle smoke greeted your senses as you followed Kaesh through to a circular chamber with a stone bookstand bearing a large open book. The chamber's walls were lined with dozens of candles, which illuminated the carving of a great garden that stretched up to a shallow dome with faded silver stars painted on the ceiling. Moving down a passage, behind another curtain, you were all warmly greeted by Alserra, who gladly attended to Amane's wounds. 

Leaving Amane in the care of the cleric you soon headed off to the Imperial Garrison, which you discovered to be in uproar! Entering the gnome's small workshop, you told Thentias of the skeletal attack the previous evening. A concerned Thentias explained that guards, who he had sent to protect the ruin, had all been murdered and a number of skeletons from the ruin were indeed missing. Bart then speculated that the orb, that the Party had discovered in the ruin, might some how be "the heart of the matter". 

Thentias quickly produced the ornate sphere of brass lace-work with a pale purple gem at it's centre. Thentias explained that the device was magical and mechanical in nature but he was unable to get it working again, "I was going to show it to a merchant named Anlaf Beda, who deals in antiquities from ancient Aurim and other mechanical devices. I had hoped that he could shed some light on its workings."

Alaric says: naturellement
DM says: Thentias, scratches his large gnomoi nose, "Things have been moving fast since you found your way past the door to the ruin." 
Alaric says: [Shakes his head as he makes eye contact with Thentias] Fast is not the way I like to work.
Bart says: Does the orb have any moving parts?
DM says: You peer at the device closely. The metal lacework on further inspection can be seen to be tiny clockwork-like, skillfully wrought moving parts.
Thentias says: "Nor I. It is not in the nature of my profession as an engineer."
Bart says: Does the jewel twist?
Bart says: Or push down?
DM says: It might, but it would be difficult to get anything in between the lacework to get to the gem.
Bart says: I'm looking for some triggering mechanism.
Bakta-Rel says: Is it edible?
Bart says: If it reduces me to a pile of charred flesh you can eat me. But not before.
DM says: The device seems to have various small 'switches' and buttons.
Bakta-Rel says: Fair enough.
Bart says: I start pushing and flipping them.
Bakta-Rel says: [Bakta starts backing away as he is doing this...]
DM says: You flick the verious small button and switch like devices on the object but nothing happens.
Bart says: Maybe it will take me to one of the moons?
Alaric says: [Also backing away a few steps at a time]
Bart says: Cowards. I suppose we should go see Aniaf.
Nefertari says: (hi)
Nefertari says: (sorry I'm late)
Bakta-Rel says: Megs!!!!
Nefertari says: (what have I missed?)
Bart says: The sleeper awakens.
Bakta-Rel says: The whole group is here!!!!!!!!!!!!
Alaric says: Hey, you weren't around last time when it tried to fry my head from the inside out.
Alaric says: Howdy jailbait.
Bakta-Rel says: [Bakta grabs up Nef and squeezes the holy crap out of her]
Bakta-Rel says: [Blubbering like a big baby
DM says: Hi Megan! Amane was injured in a battle. She's been healed, but was recovering at a small temple. See the summary I've shown where the map usually is.
Nefertari says: X3
Nefertari says: that is still loading
Bakta-Rel says: We took good care of you girl.
Nefertari says: that's good. I'd have to hurt you didn't
Bakta-Rel says: =)
Bart says: We kept you alive.
DM says: Have you had a chance to read the summary?
DM says: Megan?
DM says: We might have lost her?!
Thentias says: "It is hard to tell if the problem is mechanical or magical in nature. It has been sitting in that ruin for many, many winters."
Bart says: Alaric. What did you do to make the orb do something?
Bakta-Rel says: I think we just approached it, didn't we?
Alaric says: We didn't do anything really. We walked into the room and it went off.
Bakta-Rel says: Maybe something in the room activated it.
DM configures: /history 3000
Alaric says: [Shakes his head] It didn't seem to be any sort of a magical trigger.
Bart says: Lets go to the antiques dealer.
Alaric says: If this is not within the scope of the Gnome then it surely is beyond mine.
Bakta-Rel says: I'm not touching it. Someone else can carry it.
Bart says: I'll carry it in my pouch.
Bart says: "are there any other interesting items laying around"
Bart says: "if they are just laying around I'm sure that they were meant to be picked up"
Alaric says: I'm not carrying it anywhere. I've been around too many magical items to know some can cripple as easily as they enable and that one has already hit me pretty hard.
DM says: Thentias workshop is mostly filled with large plans and devices for drawing an measuring.
Nefertari says: (I'M GUNNA KILL THIS THING!!!)
DM says: I take it's not working? :P
Nefertari says: (finaly loaded!!!)
Nefertari says: not the map though...)
DM says: OK, well Amane has quickly recovered thanks to Alserra's clerical abilities, and she can join the others at the Garrison if you like.
Nefertari says: *wanders into the room* was' goin' on?
Bart says: Can we go the merchant Aniaf?
Bakta-Rel says: Hey hon. [Bakta lowers down so Nef can crawl onto his shoulders if she wants]
DM says to Nefertari: Amane, whilst unconscious you had terrible, disturbing dreams of the Cataclysm. The images in your mind are still hazy, but it's as though you saw through the eyes of some of the people whose voices you heard coming from the orb that had given you a vision beneath the ruin. You shiver as you remember the endless cold of the Great Winter and visions of death and decay during those dark times.
Alaric says: [Laughs] I think the Kender wants us to visit the merchant.
Nefertari says: *crawls up and lays across shoulders, rubbing eyes*
Bart says: Luthien. Don't you have an identify spell?
DM says to Nefertari: I sent this to you secretly, the others can't see this.
DM says to Nefertari: I think.
DM says to Nefertari: But you also can rememeber happier visions of life before the Cataclysm, including life in old Jalum and visits to other settlements in the area. 
Alaric says: That incantation is only as good as the experience of the caster.
Luthien says: Yes
DM says to Nefertari: But you can reveal your dreams to the others if you like.
Nefertari says: (didn't one of the new characters recognize Nef?)
DM says: You all met at the Emperor's Crown in, just before the skeletons attacked.
Nefertari says: *yawns* should I know who this Aniaf is?
DM says: [The party is at the Garrison with Thentias, the gnomoi engineer. They were just about to head off to meet Anlaf Beda?]
DM says: ?
Nefertari says: (sorry if I space off once in a while. I'm multi tasking)
DM says: Is the Party heading off to see Beda?
Bakta-Rel says: Works for me.
Nefertari says: (I'm just sticking with the group till I get caught back up and stuff)
DM says: Thentias waves you good bye as you leave "Good luck, my friends." He calls from the doorway.
Bakta-Rel says: (That would roleplay really well... you were unconcious during all this time until now... Cool)
Nefertari says: (brb)
DM says: "His little shop can be found near the south gate. It's called Beda's Emporium."
DM says: Leaving the Garrison. you head off across town. As you move further towards the south end of Jalum you notice that the buildings increasingly become more dilapidated. A few people can be seen shuffling through the streets, either eyeing you suspiciously or keeping their eyes cast firmly at their feet. 
DM says: The bleak and run down streetscape heralds your arrival in the old artisans section of town, known locally as the South Quarter or Southwarding. The air has a damp, cold edge to it. 
DM says: Eventually, you reach your destination. Beda's small shop is a single story building made of grey stone, though it has clearly been repaired numerous times in the past, as the patchwork of bricks and other crude repairs can attest. Above the door is a weathered sign creaking quietly in the wind bearing the words 'Beda's Emporium' in faded red paint.
Nefertari says: well this is a shitty little place isn't it.
Alaric says: [Takes a closer look at the building, noticing the similar patchwork attempts made to the building]
DM says: Although the building is predominanly made from the local grey stone, the repairs are mostly of different types of salvaged brick.
Alaric says: You may see it that way but what I see is a survivor [Laying his hands against the stone]
Nefertari says: I didn't say I didn't say that but it still looks like shit.
Nefertari says: didn't see that*
DM says: Ready to go inside?
Alaric says: [Slides over to the doorway and walks in]
DM says: The door opens to reveal a poorly lit shop cluttered with junk of almost every description. 
DM says: The walls are covered in shelves containing an assortment of ancient artifacts of different sizes and descriptions; oil lamps, broken statuettes, scrolls, antique weapons, several different sized animal cages, faded tapestries, and boxes of broken who knows what. 
DM says: From the ceiling also hang various items, including what looks like the skull of some small, dragon-like creature and bits of ancient armour, which gently jingle in the draft from the open door. There is also so much clutter on the floor that it is difficult to move about the room without bumping into something.
Nefertari says: *instantly looking around for anything of value. linguring on the dragon*
DM says: Sitting behind a table on the other side of the shop, half hidden by piles of old junk, is a dark-haired man with a large nose. He's intently examining a small wooden box, which when opened reveals a small toy ship unfurling it's moth-eaten sails.
Beda says: "How can I help ya fine ..." Beda eyes Bakta through the doorway "... people ... today? I have the finest collection of treasures this side of Sirmium!"
Alaric says: One man's treasure used to be another man's junk.
DM says: Beda grins, "A man of learning, I see."
Bart says: I pull out the orb. Can you identify this?
Alaric says: A man who doesn't feel the need for lots of space.
Beda says: "Hmmm. What have we here? May I examin' it?" 
Bart says: By all means.
DM says: Beda takes the device and holds the device up to the light.
Bakta-Rel says: [Bakta is just standing as still as possible, and smiles...]
Nefertari says: you look goofy with that grin ogre
Beda says: "Hmmm." He says to himself, "Yep, it's an Ora alright."
DM says: Turning to you all, "It's a type of recording thing ... er ... device made in the ancient days of Aurim. I've never seen one workin' though." 
Beda says: "I don't know how they did it, but when the thing's workin', you just speak into the gem here and it captures yer words. I think it's supposed to 'steal' a tiny bit of yer memory and then storin' it in that gem in the middle there."
Beda says: "Where'd ya find it?" 
Alaric says: On...a...uhh...on the roadside.
DM says: The merchant scratches his nose and sniffs, "Er, I'll give ya ten steel pieces for it."
Bart says: How do you trigger it?
Beda says: "Well, I'm not all together sure. The magic part I can't do nothin' about, but sometimes these ancient bits n' bobs just need a little tinkerin' with to get 'em workin' again. But I wouldn't get yer hopes up."
Beda says: "Wait ..." Beda stops and thinks for a moment and then goes over to a table and opens a chest full of what seems to be broken bits of useless metal. After a few moments of searching through the bits and peices he returns.
DM says: Beda places a small round object on the table. It's also made of tarnished brass and a hollow in the top, as though it is a base for something round.
Nefertari says: (sounds kinda like a pensive...)
Nefertari says: (or one of those movie thingys from FFX...)
DM says: [ ... and has a hollow in the ... ]
Nefertari says: (hu?)
Beda says: "I've always wondered what this thing was. I bought it off a man from Lycus." 
DM says: Beda picks up the device and places it on the base.
DM says: As Beda speaks the Ora lights up. In astonishment the merchant drops the device mid-sentence. The device rolls across the counter before coming to rest against a jar of old spoons and a female voice can be heard...
DM says: ... food is running low. Aveni is at a ...... word has reached us that ... the Sanctuary is also in dire ...... I ... that I am in such poor health tha- 
DM says: The gem's pale purple light fades again.
DM says to Nefertari: Amane, when you hear the word 'Sanctuary', you suddenly remember throught the haze of your memory, that something called the Sanctuary was one of the places you dreamt of whilst you were unconscious!
Nefertari says: Sanctuary? *perks when she hears the word*
DM says: Beda looks on surprised, "Well, I'll be a fishwife's apron!"
Alaric says: [Picks up the orb in his hands]
Nefertari says: *racks brain for more info on Sanctuary*
DM says to Nefertari: The Sanctuary is a place from around the time of the Cataclysm that was visited in your dreams when you were unconscious. It seemed to be some sort of important religious sanctuary. 
Nefertari says: I've been having dreams about Sanctuary...
Alaric says: [Carries it back over to the holder and places it down slowly]
DM says: The device glows very faintly and you can once again hear a few disjointed passages, but this time it is too difficult to understand.
DM says: But you do make out something about visiting other settlements around Jalum and the word 'Sanctuary' is mentioned several times.
DM says: The gem continues to glow, but it's beginning to fade and the voice is growing more quiet.
Alaric says: [Pulls the orb out of the holder and looks over at Bart] Here, take it.
Bart says: Sure. Who are the Aveni?
Beda says: Looking astonished at what he just witnessed, "Dreams about the Sanctuary?"
Nefertari says: yeah. kinda odd...
Nefertari says: It was some kind of religious place before the Cataclysm
DM says to Nefertari: Aveni was the name of one of the people who spoke into the device.
Bart says: Where is it?
Nefertari says: uuuh... *thinks*
DM says to Nefertari: You just can't quite remember where it was ... the visions you had when you were unconscious were unclear as they were disturbing.
Nefertari says: nn... I dunno... 
DM says: Suddenly, you hear hissing coming from above! Looking up you see a green, leathery winged creature clinging, half hidden in the gloom, to the clutter hanging from the ceiling! Its mouth curled into a wide snarling grin of gleaming white teeth!
Beda says: "In the name of all Gods...!"
DM says: Make a saving throw vs spells!
DM says: Everyone ...
Alaric says: [ST: 6(1d20)]
Bart says: 18(1d20)
Bakta-Rel says: 9(1d20)
Nefertari says: 16(1d20)
Beda says: 20(1d20)
DM says: Luthien?
Luthien says: 5(1d20)
Luthien says: ((Was kicked off. Sorry.))
DM says: Everyone, except Beda, Bart and Amane look at the creature without concern. You feel that there is nothing to be concerned about, in fact the strange creature looks kind of cute and friendly!
DM says: [Those effected have been Charmed]
Alaric says: [But yet still wonders, what the heck IS THAT THING?]
Bart says: I attack with hoopai!
Bart says: I ain't afraid of no stinking lizard!
Nefertari says: Is that a Dragon of sorts?
Bakta-Rel says: Fwend!
DM says: Bart and Amane you can't understand the others lack of concern!
Bart says: 3(1d20)
Bart says: "oops"
DM says: [It's more like a gargoyal-like creature]
Bakta-Rel says: I'll hug you and pet you and call you George!
Alaric says: * Okay, I'm more sick than a dog and I'm exhausted. I need to duck out now.*
DM says: OK, then perhaps this might be an appropriate moment for a cliffhanger? On the verge of battle?
DM says: Or continue?
Bart says: I suppose.
Bakta-Rel says: Hey, I want to break out of this stuppor and kill something!
Bart says: That's all right. I'll save you.
Nefertari says: *atempts talking to it in Draconic language* ~hi?~
Bart says: Kender to the rescue!
Bart says: Are we adjourned?
DM says: The small creature moves like lightening around the hanging objects, darting in out of the shadows as it prepares to attack ... 
DM says: Yeah, that was the last comment ...
Nefertari says: (so... we stopping here?)
Bart says: Night, night.
Luthien says: Night
DM says: Okay, seeya everyone.
Nefertari says: night




